
 
 
Terms and Conditions  
 
1. To qualify to receive the bonus $10 store credit:  

a. The invited customer (invitee) must have received an SMS to participate in this offer.  
b. The invitee must activate this offer by accessing their digital invoice and agreeing to the 

terms and conditions within 30 days of their SMS being sent by The Good Guys.  
c. The invitee must have completed the associated transaction in full.   
d. The invitee must be opted in to receive marketing from The Good Guys at the time of 

issue.  
 
2. The $10 Store Credit can be used on the customer’s next purchase over $50 in the one transaction 
(the Store Credit Offer). Minimum spend of $50 must be made in a single transaction after any 
applicable discounts, less any delivery, installation or GSE charges. Invitee is not required to lodge a 
claim.  
 
3. Eligible invitee will receive their Store Credit Offer via SMS on the Wednesday following the week 
all other conditions are met.    
 
4. Participation in this offer is deemed acceptance of these Terms and Conditions.  
 
5. Limit of one (1) Store Credit Offer issued per invitee for this promotion. Invitees may qualify to 
receive additional store credit(s) through other promotions running concurrently provided relevant 
qualifications are met.  
 
6. Store credit offer will expire within five (5) days of distribution, on the date stated in the SMS.   
 
7. Store credit once received can only be used on the ticket price – no further discounts apply. Store 
credit can be used in-store or online at The Good Guys, but excludes The Good Guys eBay store and 
Commercial store/web site. Store credit barcode is unique and can only be used once. Store credit 
cannot be exchanged for Cash or used to lay-by. Offer only valid when purchasing physical product 
(excludes gift cards, subscriptions and subscription credit, Gold Service Extras, delivery, The Good 
Guys Home Services installation and Tech Services) and excludes Apple, AEG, Asko, Miele, Neff, La 
Germania, and Falcon.  
 
8. Goods that have been purchased using the Store Credit Offer and are validly returned will be 
refunded the cost of the invoice upon proof of purchase minus the $10 Store Credit. No other 
replacement Store Credit will be issued.  
 
9. Employees of The Good Guys and Commercial customers are not eligible for this promotion.  
 
10. Purchasers must retain their original The Good Guys purchase tax invoice(s) with associated 
customers mobile phone number as proof of purchase. Failure to produce the proof of purchase 
when requested may, in the absolute discretion of the Promoter, result in forfeiture of any right to a 
Store Credit.  
 
11. The Promoter is The Good Guys Discount Warehouses (Australia) Pty Ltd (ABN 48 004 880 657) 
of Podium Level, 60 City Road Southbank VIC 3006. 
 
 


